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house. . Just the bare ground and it looked clean out there too. And they had
flowers out there. But now seem like people are trying to cutdo the other.

n

But if everybody was taught to love the rich and poor and all kinds of people.
Everybody would be just fine. But nqw there's, lot of jealously and envy and
hate that's coming up in these young teenagers. And then as grown adults,
beginning to be thatway. That's why the world now is full of hate. There's
very few I guess, I imagine that don't do that. I'm not bragging on myself
but I was brought up in a Christian home. Now I am glad to be, taught to
live this out. And thexe are so many things that I wish that I could do and
help. ' Just like the other day I said, "I wish I could .type." "And I wish
I knew how to do so and so." And then'in my arithmetic where I worked in the
laundry as a presser I used to work by the points. So many points to a pants
and dress and coats and stuff like that. Well I was pretty good in simple
arithmetic, adding and subtract and multiply. But other =*han that, algebra
and geometry and math I don't know nothing about. But anyway I used to count
.

it up myself. And I have been, I don't guess they done it purposely I don't
know but there was many a times I felt I was cheated. And I would not tell
it but it was getting worse and I finally come-out and I thought, I'd better
have nerve enough to tell them. And so I did. And I think it done good
when I done that. My boss man said, "where did you learn your arithmetic so
good?" I got to where I could just figure it up in my head.

Cause it was

simple. And it's good to know your arithmetic. If I didn't know that at all
I'd been cheated maybe three or four dollars a week out of my points what I
put out in the laundry. And I could cheat them too, but I didn't. But seem
like they always short check me. And I'd figure it out. And then they made
it up to me. And then I used to, that's why I said I wish I had education.
I didn't have to be in the laundry all the time. And I am glad that my
family had an education.
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